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‘Jesus speaks out against those who demand
deference to the elitist structures we allow’

‘… A man planted a vineyard, put a fence around it … then he leased it to tenants and
went to another country. When the season came, he sent a slave to the tenants to
collect from them his share of the produce of the vineyard. But they seized him, and
beat him, and sent him away …’
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elcome to 2020 Britain.
Although, one could
easily confuse it with
that of a Dickensian
novel, where the rich landowners
plant their vineyards and expand their
property portfolios while the poor are
forced to work on zero-hour contracts,
paying high rent to slum landlords.
According to Shelter’s ‘Generation
Homeless’ report of December 2019
a child in the UK becomes homeless
every eight minutes. Children are
growing up in shipping containers
due to the lack of council housing.
One of the UK’s wealthiest landlords,
the billionaire Duke of Westminster,
attempted to make 141 people homeless
in 2019, by trying to turn social
housing into luxury apartments. Land
distribution remains unequal in the UK.
With rising rents and stagnating wages,
working class people are hit the hardest.
Jesus’ parable speaks instantly to
class conflict in Jerusalem. The upper
class landowner appropriates peasant
land, planting a vineyard to profit
from labouring tenants: a system of
dependency. He builds a fence and
a watchtower around it, signifying
the boundaries of his claim. These
boundaries later become battlegrounds
where voiceless slaves are caught in
the crossfire of a rich man’s demand for
‘his’ capital and a tenant’s demands for
their rights.
Many scholars argue that
the landowner in this parable is
representative of God, and the tenants
are those who refuse to do God’s work.
Read this way, the story appears to
validate a social and economic model
that portrays the landlord as righteous
and the tenants as violent (which

‘This parable speaks
instantly to class conflict’
of course they are). But this fails to
acknowledge the role of the landlord
in creating a system of inequality
and brutality.
The narrative that follows this
parable is important, as we hear of
how Christ shows ‘deference to no
one’ (Mark 12:14). Class deference
remains embedded within the UK.
There is a culture of complacency with
the growing disparities between rich
and poor, and with the shaming of
people who exist on the margins. In
this parable, the landlord demanded
deference. He sent his slaves, knowing
the fate they would meet, and made
demands of his tenants, despite not
working on the land himself. Jesus
constantly speaks out against the elites
who demand such deference, and yet
we appear to continue to allow and
enable elitist and classist structures

to dominate. It is not an accident that
the UK’s top jobs are held by a cohort
of privately educated men, or that half
of England is owned by less than 1% of
its population, while over four million
people in the UK are trapped in poverty.
Jesus’ parables often expose the
unjust systems of oppression present
at the time, systems that continue to
be apparent today. The parables also
offer glimpses of an alternative way of
being. Today, wealthy elites continue
to own, control and distribute the
world’s land and resources, unequally
and exploitatively, which leads to
rising inequalities, impoverishment,
decreased living standards and civil
unrest. As is the case in the parable,
it is often the characters that remain
nameless that perhaps have the most
prophetic stories to tell.
In this story, we read of slaves that
were sent by the rich landowner to
collect and reclaim capital. One by
one, the slaves are beaten and killed.
The bodies of the murdered slaves are
prophetic because they expose the
injustices of the system. The beloved son
becomes one with the slaves, as he too is
murdered. The system itself murdered
him, because it was dominated by greed.
The greed of the landowner
represents that of earthly empire. It
is visible in the taking of land, the
building of walls and watchtowers, the
murdering of those who resist and the
retreat to distant imperial lands. It takes
the bodies of the silenced slaves and
the beloved son to make us realise that
partaking in a system fuelled by hate
and greed moves us further away from
the kingdom of God.
Imagine instead if the slaves had
said ‘no’ to the landowner, and joined
the peasants in their struggles. Instead
of violence, we could have had land
reform. Such a vineyard would be
shaped by justice and righteousness as
opposed to bloodshed and distress.
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Chapter & verse – Eve Parker (page 19)
Read Mark 12:1-12, followed by Eve Parker’s article.
1. Eve’s article begins by comparing today’s social inequalities to those of Dickensian/
Victorian times. What other examples of social inequality have you noticed, or read about, in
the UK and abroad?
2. What feelings did reading this parable evoke for you? Can you relate to why the chief
priests, scribes and elders – to whom this parable is addressed – might want to arrest Jesus
after hearing it?
3. ‘Jesus’ parable speaks instantly to class conflict in Jerusalem,’ says Eve in her third
paragraph, before explaining how. Do you agree with her interpretation? Why?
4. The article’s fourth paragraph critiques simple representations of the ‘righteous’ landlord
and violent tenants. Is either party in the right? Where is God within this parable?
5. Eve’s fifth paragraph reminds us that people in Jesus’ time felt that he showed deference
to no one. By contrast, modern society is marked by a class deference that allows a culture
of complacency to injustice, Eve argues. What is the Church complacent about? How can
we address such complacency?
6. For Eve, the parable’s murdered people teach us that ‘partaking in a system fuelled by
hate and greed’ takes us away from God’s kingdom. How can we work towards combatting
the hate and greed we see today?
7. At the end of the parable, Jesus reminds listeners of the Old Testament text: ‘The stone
that the builders rejected has become the cornerstone; this was the Lord’s doing, and it is
amazing in our eyes.’ What does this text mean, and why do you think Jesus quotes it after
this parable?
8. The article ends with Eve envisioning an alternative ending to the parable. What do you
make of this ending? Is there a different way you would have liked the parable to end?
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For further reflection: ‘I gave you a land on which you had not laboured, and towns that
you had not built, and you live in them; you eat the fruit of vineyards and oliveyards that you
did not plant. Now therefore revere the Lord, and serve him in sincerity and in faithfulness.’
Joshua 24:13-14
Prayer: Father, in a world where injustice and violence proliferate, we confess that we have
played our part in unfairness and division. Help us, we pray, to see the opportunities we
have to help build justice and peace, and help us to take them. Amen.
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